
English     Worksheet    
Topic:     Sentences   and   Sentence   Structure   
  

A      Phrase   or   clause?      Circle    your   choice   
  

Q1 in   no   time phrase    /    clause   
  

Q2  is   it   possible phrase    /    clause   
  

Q3 Jason   cried phrase    /    clause   
  

Q4  before   dinner phrase    /    clause   
  

Q5 it   was   done phrase    /    clause   
  

Q6 here’s   the   paper  phrase    /    clause   
  

B    Identify   the    complete   subject    in   each   sentence   
      Underline    your   choice      
Q7   The   stars   were   shining   brightly   on   that   clear   night.   
  

Q8   The   tired   old   man   needed   to   have   a   rest   on   the   bench.   
  

Q9    After   doing   the   washing   up,   Evie   tidied   her   bedroom.   
  

Q10  As   I   have   had   no   sleep,   it   isn’t   easy   to   work.   
  

Q11  Would   you   like   to   visit   Disney   World?   
  

Q12  However   hard   she   tried,   Charis   could   not   open   the   door.     
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English     Worksheet    
Topic:     Sentences   and   Sentence   Structure   
  

  
Sentences   &   Sentence   Structure:   Answers   and   explanations   

  

Section   A   
Q1  in   no   time     phrase     /    clause     no   verb   

  

Q2   is   it   possible    phrase    /     clause      it   =   pronoun,   is   =   verb   
  

Q3    Jason   cried    phrase    /     clause      Jason   =   noun,   cried   =   verb   
  

Q4  before   dinner     phrase     /    clause     no   verb   
  

Q5 it   was   done    phrase    /     clause      it   -   pronoun,   was   =   verb   
  

Q6  here’s   the   paper    phrase    /     clause      paper   =noun,   is   (here’s   =   here    is )   =   verb   
  

A    phrase    is   a   small   group   of   words   that   do   not   make   sense   on   their   own.   
A    clause    is   a   small   group   of   words   that   does   make   sense   on   its   own.   It   contains   a   subject   
(noun   or   pronoun)   and   a   verb.     
  

Section   B   

Q7  The   stars    were   shining   brightly   on   that   clear   night.   
  

Q8    The   tired   old   man    needed   to   have   a   rest   on   the   bench.   
  

Q9    After   doing   the   washing   up,    Evie    tidied   her   bedroom.   
  

Q10  As    I    have   had   no   sleep,   it   isn’t   easy   to   work.   
  

Q11  Would    you    like   to   visit   Disney   World?   
  

Q12 However   hard   she   tried,    Charis    could   not   open   the   door.   

The   subject   of   a   sentence   is   who   or   what   the   sentence   is   about.   It   is   a   noun   or   pronoun.   
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